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Oates’s Telling Stories: A Book Review 

 Oates is a well-established author who has written under three different names for 

upwards of one hundred seventy-eight various pieces, from novels to child fiction to memoirs. 

Since she has an abundant amount of successful experience, as well as teaches classes and 

critiques works to allow them into her and her husband’s Ontario Review, she felt she should 

write a guide for young writers. So, this text, Telling Stories: An Anthology for Writers, is a 

diverse collection, from established and new writers alike, of diary and memoir excerpts, 

dramatic monologues, classic and contemporary short stories, “miniature” narratives, and poems 

that tell stories of various styles and genres she uses in her syllabi at Princeton University and 

found in the greater world beyond. Overall, her intention in writing this book, which is why it is 

commonly found in English/writing classroom settings, is to encourage, advise, inspire, and 

provide exercises to help up-and-coming writers by illustrating the art and craft of storytelling. 

 The book (cover art: Death on the Ridge Road (1935) by Grant Wood) starts with a 

forward written by Oates called Why We Write, Why We Read which starts with a quotation from 

Oscar Wilde: “Art is not something you can take or leave, it is a necessity of life” (xiii). She 

views art as a way to permanently give form to life’s fleeting moments and emotions. She relates 

how a former high school classmate, formerly aspired to be a writer but settled as a medical 

doctor, was regretting his lot in life and began sending her impassioned letters reminiscing about 

their youth and how he wished she would cowrite a book with him to capture those golden years. 
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Of course, given her busy lifestyle, it was unlikely. But through this encounter and many others 

like it, she found a common instinct in people: “I have a story to tell, help me tell my story!” 

(xiv). She claims all these yearning people, to emphasize their longing to tell stories, include, in 

their messages to her, “news clippings, photocopies of legal documents and of private papers, 

snapshots, old diaries,” etc., asking her to help them make a book out of their ideas and provided 

“gifts,” claiming they will make excellent content (xv). Consequently, Oates credits these people 

and everyone like them for inspiring her to write this anthology to help people like them 

articulate their ideas and “stories” themselves, as well as encourage young people to write their 

stories instead of regretting not taking that path later in life, much like her old classmate. Her 

chapters, in order, are 1) “Miniature Narratives,” 2) “Dramatic Monologues,” 3) “Early Stories,” 

4) “The Art and the Craft of Revision,” 5) “Re-visions: Reappropriations,” 6) “Narrative in Other 

Modes” (with subheadings of “Memoir, Diary, Personal Document” and “Poems that Tell 

Stories”), 7) “Genre: Horror,” and 8) “Classics and Contemporaries.” All filled with works from 

Kafka, Oates, Hemmingway, Updike, Joyce, Ovid, the brothers Grimm, Woolf, Homer, Frost, 

Funkhouser, Soto, Harjo, Atwood, Mukherjee, Frazier, Viramontes, and around 80 more 

amazing writers. She begins most chapters with a quotation from an author then follows with a 

page or two of description of the types of writing to follow in the chapter along with analyzation 

of the type and how best to emulate it. Finally, she includes an afterword (which includes a 

literal writing workshop with a checklist for one’s writing process), notes on all authors she 

included, and some technical stuff for legal permissions and an index. 

 There is no arguing she collected a great range of authors, styles, genres, and advice. For 

instance, her authors are male/female, white/black, LGBTQ+, old/young, classic/fresh, and 

everything in between, writing anything from a poem to a letter to a novel of all kinds of genres, 
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themes, messages, etc. However, the bulk of her chapters have little content from her added to 

the overall structure of the book at large. Of course, she discusses the stories to come in each 

chapter, but does little else. For instance, in chapter three “Early Stories” for two pages all she 

does is give some background and description of each piece and author to follow. Only in the 

last, brief, paragraph does she give any advice or encouragement. Admittedly, it is great 

encouragement, especially for those first starting their writing career. She writes: 

men and women of recognized “genius,” were not always so; especially to themselves, 

they were not so; but rather they were doubtful, groping, aspiring, uncertain, and above 

all undefined. They were all, to put it sentimentally, young at the time, with their futures 

wholly unforeseen. We are fascinated by our sense, in reading such early work, of a 

writer setting out to explore by way of fiction the pathways, mysterious and unknowable 

as a dream, by which an enduring career—and life—might be forged. (91) 

Through these words, she explains to her audience that everyone has to start somewhere and has 

room for improvement. No one is a classical writer the day they are born, and this is a 

comforting thought. Everyone is their own worst critic. Works the world has named masterpieces 

very likely underwent several revisions and periods of self-deprecation from the author writing 

them. It is hard to believe, but even Homer assumably hated his first manuscript for The Odyssey 

and edited it tirelessly before putting it out into the world beyond his desk. It is difficult to 

imagine but, just like most young writers, professional authors have struggled at some time. No 

one is ever alone in having an emotion, they are not the first and not the last to feel that way. 

And so, Oates gave a fine piece of encouragement despite not giving much writing advice. 

Supposedly, her purpose is to advise people how to become a successful writer—but where is it? 

Nearly all her tips on how to write something successful come in her afterword “The Practice of 
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Writing—The Writing Workshop.” Regardless of the fact she does finally deliver on her promise 

to provide instructions on how to organize oneself as a writer, she only deigns to devote less than 

four pages to this key information. In addition to the tardiness of this guaranteed help, she barely 

gives any of use. Half of the afterword she simply praises the attendance of writing workshops. 

They are valuable tools; however, the readers of this book bought it to get her advice, not for her 

to advise them to pay for something else. It is good to hear from others, so they can let you know 

if you made a simple mistake or your writing is difficult to follow, etc, but she is supposed to be 

the one providing this help. Instead, she is passing off her duties in writing this text to some other 

people. She does give a helpful list of things to ask and tell in a writing workshop setting—is that 

enough? Also, Oates emphasizes the importance of appeasing the audience, and while that is an 

important approach to consider if one wants to be commercially successful in their writing, but in 

doing this, she is telling her audience that their writing does not matter or has no value if society 

does not receive it as the work of a “genius.” Finally, she follows these potentially dangerous 

internalizations with a list of writing prompts. Though interesting, and good to use in practicing 

one’s writing, one page of prompts may not be worth the cost of an entire book which was 

intended to be a guide for writers. 

 Since there is a surprising lack of writing advice and a harmful idea of catering to society 

in this text, Oates does not accomplish her supposed goal of helping young, up-and-coming 

writers. If one is merely looking for a collection of written works with some notes, this is the 

book for them. However, she is likely to leave her audience unsatisfied when it comes to the 

writing advice she promised. Overall, Telling Stories serves as a nice collection of classic and 

contemporary works with a chapter devoted to biographing the authors included and one page of 

writing prompts, prefect for someone in that market.  
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